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Choose your delivery method:

 

 
 

*Initial setup fee may apply.

Multiple components and configurations available.

Transportable Exam Station® 

$1,171/mo
Xpress® WallDoc®

TRANSFORMING HEALTHCARE GLOBALLY

A complete telemedicine solution starting at just $783 a month*

Cost Simplified

All stations are powered by our cutting-edge eNcounter® telehealth software which allows for completely customized 
workflows, multi-way video consults, cloud-based information storage, and more.

Three of our most popular connected devices are included with your plan: TotalExam® 3 for capturing high-definition 
images, TotalVitals™ for continuous patient monitoring, and ClearSteth® for clear and fast teleausculation.

Learn more at globalmed.com/cost-simplified

Cost Simplified makes full-scale, integrated telemedicine 
technology possible - without a large capital expenditure.
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$1,164/mo $1,267/mo
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The Platform of Platforms for Virtual Health  
TM

About GlobalMed®

At GlobalMed, we’ve been innovators of telehealth technology for over 16 years.
Now, we’re extending that innovation to our pricing.

As part of the ongoing national effort to identify world-class organizations that better serve American Veterans, the U.S. Department of Veterans 
Affairs’ Center for Verification and Evaluation has recognized GlobalMed as a Certified Veteran-Owned Small Business.

GLOBAL
Our state-of-the-art telemedicine is 
in 60 countries across the globe.

SECURE ACCESSIBLE
We are proud to be the telehealth 

provider of choice for the White House, 
the VA, and the Department of Defense.

Our telemedicine technologies have 
enabled more than 15 million virtual 

consults to date.

We’ve been there. Let us guide you.
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GlobalMed powers the world’s largest, most advanced virtual health programs by designing and manufacturing integrated 
software and hardware telemedicine solutions that support a patient at any point in the continuum of care. Providers are 
enabled with data capturing tools to deliver evidence-based treatment and improve patient outcomes while lowering 
costs. 

Providers looking for their own technology to manage capacity, save money, and deliver responsible medicine, will get all 
they need from one platform. Recognizing the importance of trust and consistency in healthcare, GlobalMed also offers 
white-label versions of their systems so that providers can self-brand their virtual care offerings to strengthen the patient 
relationship with their organization. 

Specializing in both federal and commercial spaces, GlobalMed’s virtual health platform deploys in its highly secure Azure 
environment and is used worldwide from the Department of Veteran Affairs and White House Medical Unit to rural 
hospitals and villages in Africa. Founded in 2002 by a Marine Corps Reserve Veteran still serving as CEO, GlobalMed is 
proud to be a Veteran-Owned Small Business (VOSB). 

Learn more at www.globalmed.com.


